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This sensor adopts an optical method and has the

following characteristics.

(1)　Broken weft sensor 1 can detect a joint that cannot

 be detected by the IR feeler.

(2)　Weft insertion after joint detection can be avoided,

 reducing stop marks resulting from error yarn

 treatment.

(3)　Optical non-contact detection is adopted, which is

 also usable for yarns of small counts. 

(1)　Place the broken weft sensors between the weft

 drum and gripper 3 to detect the existence of weft

 yarns that pass in front of the sensors.

(2)　The sensor is an optical reflective sensor that

 detects lights reflected on the yarn and outputs a

 yarn signal.

(3)　When there is no weft yarn in front of the sensor

 because of joint and lack of the supplied yarn, yarn

 signal output is turned OFF and the machine is

 stopped.
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Adjust yarn guides 2 so that the weft yarn should be

positioned 2 - 3 mm from sensor glass surface 1.

　

NOTE: Adjust the position of the weft yarn so that it

 should never touch the sensor glass surface.

The lens may be damaged, causing erroneous

 detection or damage.
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Enter the setting screen with [Map] - [Broken Weft] -

[Setting] and make settings in the following procedure.

(1) Set [Broken Weft Sensor] to [Used].

When it is not to be used, set to [Unused].

　

　

　

　

　

　

(2) When [Broken Wet InterLock] is set to [ON],

 normal operation and inching cannot be performed

 after the machine is stopped due to broken weft.

The lock is released when preliminary winding

 operation of EDP is performed, allowing normal

 operation and inching.

　

If you want to conduct only inching immediately

 after broken weft stop, set it to [OFF].

7.2.3　Adjustment
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The operation status of the broken weft sensor can be

checked with [Map] - [Broken Weft] - [Value].

　

　Function panel indicator

　ON ：A yarn is detected

　Function panel indicator

　OFF：No yarn is detected

　

　

■　When broken weft was not detected

　　Check the following without a yarn in front of the

 sensor.

　　(1)　If the cause was dirt on the sensor lens

　　　 　1．Clean the sensor glass surface.

　　　 　2．Check the function panel indicator.

It is normal when the status becomes OFF.

If the status remains ON, readjust the

 sensitivity of the amplifier board.

If the problem occurs frequently, return

 the sensor sensitivity adjustment volume

 counter-clockwise (left) by one

 increment at a time and see the status.

　　(2)　If there are other causes

If the problem is not corrected even after

 readjustment of the sensitivity of the amplifier

 board, replace in the order of the sensor and

 the amplifier board.

　

■　If a false stop occurred

　　Readjust the sensitivity of the amplifier board.

If the problem is not corrected even after

 readjustment of the sensitivity of the amplifier

 board, replace in the order of the sensor and the

 amplifier board.
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Adjust the volume of the sensor amplifier board in the

EDP control box in the following procedure.

(1)　Remove the yarn completely from the sensor

 sensitivity adjustment sensor part on color 1 side

 and check that there is no dirt on the sensor lens.

(2)　Turn ② VR1 volume clockwise (right) and return it

 by one increment from the position where ① LED1

 was turned on.

(3)　Check that ① LED1 is off to complete adjustment.

(4)　Remove the yarn completely from the sensor

 sensitivity adjustment sensor part on color 2 side

 and check that there is no dirt on the sensor lens.

(5)　Turn ④ VR2 volume clockwise (right) and return it

 by one increment from the position where ③ LED2

 was turned on.

(6)　Check that ① LED2 is off to complete adjustment.

Name Description Remarks

① LED1 Color 1 sensor indicator When a yarn is detected: On

② VR1 Color 1 sensor sensitivity adjustment volume Clockwise: High sensitivity

③ LED2 Color 2 sensor indicator When a yarn is detected: On

④ VR2 Color 2 sensor sensitivity adjustment volume Clockwise: High sensitivity

⑤ DIP SW Dip switch SW1=ON, SW2=ON

⑥ CN2 Connector for sensor cable Connected with sensor

⑦ CN3 Connector for EDP BOX wiring Connected with EDP board

[2]　 Sensor Sensitivity Adjustment
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